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Welcome PF welcomed the participants and presented the agenda.

Context DCAT-AP BVN gave a status update on DCAT 3 and the context of DCAT-AP.

Usage of Dataset
Series & alignment I

BVN explained the motivation for the usage of the Dataset Series.

TK asked for an example of what is “into” the different “boxes”

JZS shared an example on how we use dataset series in their
portal (with the limited possibilities of DCAT-AP 1):
https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/windkraftanlagen-20
22-07-01

MP disagreed with the formulation in the last slide "most recent
version of the data". It indicates that the different datasets in a
series are variants of eachother. He thinks that is wrong, they
complement each other, e.g. as a time series or a geographic
division.
JK agreed, stating that DCAT3 has previousVersion and
nextVersion for that.
To which MD replied that the most recent “edition” would be better
than “version”.

Special case 1 (slide 25)

JZS stated that if only data is added to the dataset/distribution (and
not all data is deleted or altered) we do not need a data series. It
could be a dataset with one distribution and the temporal extent is
changed.

JK mentioned that maybe we could come up with a list of various
Series types that could be used to further characterise the
DatasetSeries? E.g. Time-based, Geo-based, Snapshots, etc.

GN mentioned that ISO uses the following definition:
Dataset series = collection of datasets sharing the same product
specification.
Dataset = identifiable collection of data.
NOTE A dataset may be a smaller grouping of data which, though
limited by some constraint such as spatial extent
or feature type, is located physically within a larger dataset.
Theoretically, a dataset may be as small as a single feature or

https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/windkraftanlagen-2022-07-01
https://opendata.schleswig-holstein.de/dataset/windkraftanlagen-2022-07-01


feature attribute contained within a larger dataset. A hardcopy map
or chart may be considered a dataset.

LR agreed with JK about the list, as noted on GitHub and
suggested creating a separate ticket and start collecting possible
entries.
→ list to be created on GitHub

IK asked if data series could describe a data registry?
BVN suggested taking this conversation offline.

LD asked if dataset series is more often used in the case of
different “versions”.

Special case 2 (slide 26)
General agreement.

Special case 3 (slide 27)
GN stated that in ISO there are distributions in dataset series; but
the semantics in ISO and DCAT of a distribution are different >> in
ISO you can link to a higher level than the downloadable dataset as
a whole.

NFH wondered what happens if the service has datasets that are
not in the series?
To which BVN replied that their relationship never states you are
only serving that information.

MD suggested to continue the discussion on GitHub.

MP mentioned to take into account the portal perspective.

Dataset Series property alignment (slide 28)
JN asked if it is assumed that any property of the dataset series is
applicable for the contained datasets?
To which MD replied that is not always the case, the publisher can
be different for example.

LR wondered if in case of conflict we should recommend that (the
more specific) value of the dataset “overwrites” the series?
MD replied that there is no formal way to express overwriting.
BVN suggested to continue the discussion on Github.



MP stated that the part "that is published separately" seems forced.

JZS said that a dataset series is not always ordered, e.g. a
geographic collection.
GN agrees with JZS, for example: temporal, spatial,...

Principles for alignment
LR stated that we should not assume that is a summary of shared
characteristics.

MP mentioned that from the dcat3 specification: "Typically, this
means that, for each of the relevant properties, the dataset series
takes as value the union of those specified in child datasets."

LD asked if we can consider whether the datasets within a dataset
series must have the same schema?
MD replied that there is no reason to require this.
BVN answered that this is an open topic.

T1 Descriptive information
General agreement.
Some people have second thoughts about the description being
mandatory → MD suggested moving the discussion to Github.

T2 Identification
General agreement.

T3 Life cycle
JK added that ‘not maintained’ implies deprecated. He wondered
what happens if all the datasets in the series are alive, but their
number simply does not change? e.g. series of regions.

MP asked why not to rely on accrualPeriodicity of the series itself?

N suggested again using the ISO 8601 duration for dynamic
modifications.

JB and PV wondered how they should handle a dataset that is
being archived, it is an action while you do not know the status if it
is not maintained.



OA asked if changing the order of a dataset (by changing
PREV/NEXT)  will affect modification date for both the dataset and
the Dataset Series.

JN commented that the 'freshest' date would be duplicate
information, deductible from the dataset information. He wondered
if this statement is correct?

MP agreed with JK and stated that the creation date +
accrualPeriodicity should be enough for those that prefer it.

LR suggested using the following link
http://purl.org/adms/status/UnderDevelopment.

MD commented that if you add a dataset, you want to reflect it in
the modification of the dataset series - Ideally provide the date of
last modification.

MP stated that accrualPeriodicity should be monthly/yearly.

BVN asked if we consider that other organisations can add without
notification/communication to the maintainer of the dataset series?
(Ludger Rinsche indicated this)
MD suggested making a Github issue to further discuss this topic.

MP added that the handling of the open world assumption in a
harvesting environment is a challenging problem. His belief is that
in general this kind of "injection" should be hindered as it would
affect the trustworthiness of what you are seeing on portals.

Short break

Usage of Dataset
Series & alignment II

T4 Agent roles
JB and PV asked if dataset series can be part of another dataset
series.
General agreement

T5 Legal information
JB and PV asked if legal information includes “terms of use”?
MD answered that a datasets series is not usable, it is the data in
the datasets that is usable.

MP’s perception is that dataset series is not the sum of the
datasets.

http://purl.org/adms/status/UnderDevelopment


BVN mentioned that it is not specifically stated in the specification,
but some sentences are inclined to this.
→ Create github issue(relationship between series and datasets)

JK stated that in DCAT3, rights/licences SHOULD be provided for
Distributions, even though it is allowed for Resources (Datasets).
Since DatasetSeries has no distributions, there should be no legal
information on it.

MH assumed it really could be depending on the way a resource
organises "data series", for instance if I manage a catalogue with
many dataset which could be "grouped" by countries, I may have
specific legal information at the dataserie level (due to this
grouping).

T6 Dimensions
JZS wondered if “topic” is also a dimension or if there is another
way to combine datasets that are needed to understand a
particular topic like water quality for example.
BVN answered that in this case it is about evolution and that he will
put the example as a new use case.
MP added that for instance, the series would not have any order.
No next or prev. The datasets would be complementary, similar to
geographical division. But the question is whether they could be
said to "share some characteristics".

JN thought it is worrying that you can have a dataset series,
defined according to a geographical attribute, and be able to sort it
(because you need to be able to call 'prev' and 'next'). Based on
time of course it makes sense.

MS asked why we need to duplicate temporal and spatial coverage
if this can be calculated from the datasets in the dataset series.
MD replied that this is because otherwise there is no way to
calculate it.

JB and PV asked how a temporal dataset series of spatial datasets
fits in?
BVN replied that it can be both and MD said that the publisher
needs to decide what view he/she wants the users to have.
Discussions moved to github

T7. Update evolution



JK came up with a counterexample: Geo-based series - e.g. streets
in town is a dataset, the series is for all towns. The series is not
updated that frequently (towns not added frequently), but the
streets in the individual datasets may change more often.

General agreement

T8. Navigation

MD commented that in his understanding first is the oldest and last
is the newest (regarding Dcat:first).

LR added dcat:seriesMember.

BVN asked if we agree that we should not use the prev and
navigation properties as the only way to indicate membership of a
dataset in a dataset series and we only rely on dcat:inSeries or
dcat:inSeriesMember.

Suggestion of MP: require dcat:inSeries

MD moved the discussion to Github for the sake of time

T9 Membership of Catalogue
MD suggested to put all other discussions to GitHub

Wrap-up & next steps The Session was wrapped up and everyone was thanked for their
participation.


